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Phonology: Syllables



Basic of syllables

“Syllable is a unit of spoken language

consisting of a single uninterrupted sound
formed generally by a Vowel and preceded or
followed by one or more consonants.”

� Vowels are the heart of a syllable (Most
Sonorous Element) (svayam raajate iti
svaraH)

� Consonants act as sounds attached to
vowels.



Syllable structure

� A syllable consists of 3 major parts:-
� Onset (C)

� Nucleus (V)Nucleus (V)

� Coda (C)

� Vowels sit in the Nucleus of a syllable

� Consonants may get attached as Onset 
or Coda.

� Basic structure - CV



Possible syllable structures
� The Nucleus is 
always present

� Onset and Coda 
may be absentmay be absent

� Possible 
structures

� V

� CV

� VC

� CVC



syllable theories

� Prominence Theory

� E.g. entertaining /entәteɪnɪŋ/

� The peaks of prominence: vowels /e  ә  eɪ
ɪ/

Number of syllables: 4� Number of syllables: 4

� Chest Pulse Theory

� Based on muscular activities

� Sonority Theory

� Based on relative soundness of segment 
within words



Introduction to sonority theory

“The Sonority of a sound is its loudness 
relative to other sounds with the same 
length, stress and speech.”

� Some sounds are more sonorous
� Words in a language can be divided into 

syllables
� Sonority theory distinguishes syllables on 

the basis of sounds.



Sonority hierarchy

� Defined on the basis of amount of 
sound associated

� The sonority hierarchy is as follows:-
Vowels (a, e, i, o, u)� Vowels (a, e, i, o, u)

� Liquids (y, r, l, v)

� Nasals (n, m)
� Fricatives (s, z, f,…..sh, th etc.)
� Affricates (ch, j)

� Stops (b, d, g, p, t, k)



Sonority scale
� Obstruents can 
be further 
classified into:-

� Fricatives� Fricatives

� Affricates

� Stops



Sonority theory & syllables

“A Syllable is a cluster of sonority, defined by a 
sonority peak acting as a structural magnet to 
the surrounding lower sonority elements.”

� Represented as waves of sonority or 
Sonority Profile of that syllable

Nucleus

Onset Coda



Sonority sequencing principle

“The Sonority Profile of a syllable must rise 
until its Peak(Nucleus), and then fall.”

Peak

(Nucleus)

Onset Coda



examples

� ABHIJEET

A JEET
Profile-1

A

BHI

JEET

ABHI

JEET

Profile-2



Maximal onset principle

“The Intervocalic consonants are maximally
assigned to the Onsets of syllables in
conformity with Universal and Language-
Specific Conditions.”Specific Conditions.”

� Determines underlying syllable division

� Example
� DIPLOMA

DIP LO MA & DI PLO
MA



Syllable Structure: a more 
detailed look

� Count of no. of syllables in a word is roughly/intuitively the 
no. of vocalic segments in a word.

� Thus, presence of a vowel is an obligatory element in the 
structure of a syllable. This vowel is called “nucleus”.

� Basic Configuration: (C)V(C).

Part of syllable preceding the nucleus is called the onset.� Part of syllable preceding the nucleus is called the onset.

� Elements coming after the nucleus are called the coda.

� Nucleus and coda together are referred to as the rhyme.

S ≡ Syllable, O ≡ Onset
R ≡ Rhyme, N ≡ Nucleus
Co ≡ Coda



Syllable Structure: Examples
� ‘word’

� ‘sprint’



Syllable Structure: Examples
� ‘may’

� ‘opt’

� No Coda.

� ‘air’

� No Onset.

� No Coda, No Onset.



Syllable Structure
� Open Syllable: ends in vowel

� Closed syllable: ends in consonant or consonant cluster

� Light Syllable: A syllable which is open and ends in a short 
vowel

General Description – CV.� General Description – CV.

� Example, ‘air’.

� Heavy Syllable: Closed syllables or syllables ending in 
diphthong

� Example: ‘opt’

� Example, ‘may’



Syllabification: Determining 
Syllable Boundaries

� Given a string of syllables (word), what is the coda of one 
and the onset of another?

� In a sequence such as VCV, where V is any vowel and C is 
any consonant, is the medial C the coda of the first syllable 
(VC.V) or the onset of the second syllable (V.CV)? (VC.V) or the onset of the second syllable (V.CV)? 

� To determine the correct groupings, there are some rules, 
two of them being the most important and significant:

� Maximal Onset Principle,   

� Sonority Hierarchy



Constraints: Phonotactics
� Phonotactics

� Determines possible comb. of onsets and codas which can occur.

� Deals with restriction on the permissible comb. Of phonemes.

� Defines permissible syllable structure, consonant clusters and vowel 
sequence by means of phonotactical constraints.

� In general, rules operate around the sonority hierarchy.� In general, rules operate around the sonority hierarchy.

� Fricative /s/ is lower on the sonority hierarchy than the 
lateral /l/, so the combination /sl/ is permitted in onsets and 
/ls/ is permitted in codas. Opposite is not allowed.

� Thus, ‘slips’ and ‘pulse’ are possible English words.

� ‘lsips’ and ‘pusl’ are not possible.



Constraints on Onsets
� One-consonant: Only /ŋ/ can’t be distributed in syllable-initial 

position.

� Two-consonant: We refer to the scale of sonority.

� Sequence ‘rn’ is ruled out since there is a decrease of sonority.

� Minimal Sonority Distance: Distance in sonority between the first 
and the second element in the onset must be of at least 2 degrees.and the second element in the onset must be of at least 2 degrees.

� Thus, on the basis of Sonority Hierarchy and Minimal Sonority 
Distance, only a limited no. of possible two-consonant clusters.

� Three-consonant: 

� Restricted to licensed two-consonant onsets preceded by /s/.

� Also, /s/ can only be followed by a voiceless sound.

� Therefore, only /spl/, /spr/, /str/, /skr/, /spj/, /stj/, /skj/, /skw/, 
/skl/, /smj/ will be allowed. (splinter, spray, strong etc.)

� While /sbl/, /sbr/, /sdr/, /sgr/, /sθr/ will be ruled out.



Constraints on Onsets

Possible 2-consonant clusters in an Onset



Constraints on Coda



Constraints on Coda



Other Constraints
� Nucleus: The following can occur as nucleus:

� All vowel sounds (monophthongs as well as diphthongs).

� /m/, /n/ and /l/ in certain situations (for example, ‘bottom’, ‘apple’)

� Syllabic: 

Both the onset and the coda are optional (as seen previously).� Both the onset and the coda are optional (as seen previously).

� /j/ at the end of an onset (/pj/, /bj/, /tj/, /dj/, /kj/, /fj/, /vj/, /θj/, 
/sj/, /zj/, /hj/, /mj/, /nj/, /lj/, /spj/, /stj/, /skj/) must be followed by 

/uɪ/ or /ʊә/.

� Long vowels and diphthongs are not followed by /ŋ/.

� /ʊ/ is rare in syllable-initial position.

� Stop + /w/ before /uɪ, ʊ, ʌ, aʊ/ are excluded.



Challenges in Machine Transliteration

� Lot of ambiguities at the grapheme level esp. while 
dealing with non-phonetic languages

� Example: Devanagari letter क has multiple grapheme 

mappings in English {ca, ka, qa, c, k, q, ck}

� Presence of silent letters

� Pneumonia – नूमोिनया� Pneumonia –

� Difference of scripts causes spelling variations esp. for 
loan words

�

नूमोिनया

�रलीस, �रलीज, जाज�, जॉज�, ब�क, ब�क



Introducing Transliteraion
युरोमधील वाढQuery

यूरो वाढStemmed Query

Marathi Stemmer

Translation Not Found

यूरो
Dictionary Lookup

Transliteration

Translation Disambiguation

Translation Not Found

Found

Euro

Inflation, rise, increase

Euro InflationFinal Translated Query English IR 
Engine

Translation 
Options



Transliteration for OOV words

� Name searching (people, places, organizations)

constitutes a large proportion of search

� Words of foreign origin in a language - Loan 
Words

Example: बस (bus), ःकूल (school)
� Example: 

� Such words not found in the dictionary are 
called “Out Of Vocabulary (OOV) words” in 
CLIR

� OOV words are usually automatically 
“Transliterated”

बस (bus), ःकूल (school)



Machine Transliteration – The 

Problem

� Graphemes – Basic units of written 
language (English – 26 letters, Devanagari
– 92 matraas)

Definition� Definition

“The process of automatically mapping an given 
grapheme sequence in source language to a 
valid grapheme sequence in the target language 
such that it preserves the pronunciation of the 
original source word”



Redefining Machine 
Transliteration

� Transliteration so far has been considered as an 
independent module used in Machine Translation, 
CLIR etc.

� In CLIR, important for term to be present in index

� In the above context, we redefine machine 
transliteration astransliteration as

“The process of automatically mapping an given 
grapheme sequence in source language to an index item
in the target language index such that it preserves the 
pronunciation of the original source word”

� Pronunciation usually difficult to model – we only 
work with graphemes


